
AGATE GEODE ENHYDRO - EMPATHY
 > Geological Properties: 
> A geode can form in any cavity within a rock, but the most common method for geode 
formation is via gas bubbles that form in cooling ash beds. The bubble gets “frozen” in place 
when the silica rich ash / dust hardens. The partial or complete filling of the bubble may occur 
immediately or even thousands to millions of years later and can encompass a variety of 
different minerals.
> Geodes can also be filled with surrounding silt and sediments, forming a “mud ball.” If a 
crystal breaks off inside the geode, you can hear rattling (the only guarantee of a hollow 
geode!), hence the nickname “rattlestone”. Occasionally, water gets trapped in the geodes, 
forming what is called an enhydro, Greek for “water inside”.
 > During the crystallization of this mineral, water from the surrounding environment became 
trapped within the layers, around 6 to 8 million years ago.
> Mystical Lore: The Enhydro form of the Agate relates to achieving empathy for others, 
adaptability, change and metamorphosis of the self. Very useful in healing of the physical body 
and a strength to other minerals used in healing.
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